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Steve Kulich’s Keynote Overview (May 2019 HDU)
Cultivating Interculturality through Online Virtual Exchanges
• This keynote reports on efforts overseas, nationally, and at
SISU (since 1993) that aim to develop and study the
effectiveness of intercultural teaching materials and methods
(related to “intercultural education” and ICC).
• It also draws on the presenter’s 40 years of personal
experiences of ‘becoming intercultural.’ Innovative features in
the new SFLEP textbook series (Cultural Exploration and
Windows of the World) will be noted for their potential to
foster new approaches to observation, new ways of
interpretation, and new patterns of thinking, reflection, and
evaluation.
• The talk seeks to promote pedagogical approaches that help
to better understand our dynamic world, better tell Chinese
stories, and better equip our students for global people-topeople interaction opportunities as maturing intercultural
communicators as “cultural ambassadors” in this New Era.

Interculturality – Need of the Age
• Technology in this New Era provides
unparalleled cross-border opportunities
for integrating language and culture
teaching in virtual environments toward
cultivating interculturality.
• The “intercultural idea” or “ideal” is not
new, but the circumstances we face in this
New Era ARE, and NEW types of wellequipped interculturally-oriented people
are needed to deal effectively with them.

(1) Historical
Relevance of
Intercultural Contact
Revisiting our Shared
Human Past/Future,
issues for the New
Area, and the new
FLE Curriculum

Tracing the Intercultural ideal
• When did the IC inspiration start?
• Who were the first interculturalists?
• Edward T. Hall did develop “intercultural training” at the
Foreign Service Institute (FSI) in Washington, D.C. (1950s).
• Conditions were ripe after WWII, and the US was uniquely
positioned to attract international students, start multicultural approaches, and lay foundations for an IC field
• BUT THIS IS NOT AN AMERICAN INNOVATION ONLY!
• There are many Worldwide contributions, including
Chinese important thinkers, practitioners, conditions

Promoting Encounters:
Inter-subjective Interaction
toward Multiple Perspectives
Begegnung die Kulturen (Immanuel Kant, 1871):

Through comparisons and interactions, creating a “culture of cultural
contact”

“Perspectivism” through Plurality (Friedrich Nietzsche, 1887):
• …”so that one knows how to make precisely the difference in
perspectives and affective interpretations in the service of
knowledge.”
• “…and the more affects we allow to speak about a matter, the
more eyes, different eyes… that much more complete will be
our “concept’ of this thing, our “objectivity” be.
• Georg Husserl (intersubjectivity, phenomenology, 1931)

• first used “interkulturell” as a German adjective (Kulich, 2017, pp. 38-39)

Historical Overview toward IC:
woven across the inquiry of Humanities :
• European scholars started focusing on the comparative study and
teaching of cultures (in the 1800s)
• Americans explored ways of understanding the cultural origins of
immigrants (in the 1900s),
• an “intercultural education” movement began (in the 1930s).
• Post WWII conceptualization of “intercultural communication” (IC)
• Need and opportunity to develop intercultural training (E. T. Hall
and the FSI in the 1950s)
• “Intercultural” and “cross-cultural” associations established (1970s).
• Chinese foreign languages and culture teachers introduced and
adopted these perspectives (since the 1980s, He Daokuan 1984),
• Scholars (Hu Wenzhong, Jia Yuxin, Lin Dajin, Guan Shijie) formed the
Chinese Association for Intercultural Communication (CAFIC, 1995)
• Ideas have entered each generation of national teaching
guidelines, now integrate “carrying out intercultural education.”

Conceptual foundations laid for IC
ethnographic and experiential learning,
group dialogue, own-culture story telling, +
learning and appreciating others’ contexts
• Rachel Davis DuBois pioneers these in High School and NYU college
teaching (1927-1941)
A unique cultural story with influences from:
• the Quaker faith (equality, respect, pacifism),
• the international women’s movement (early feminism),
• the progressive movement (socialism) and the
• reflective, pragmatic, and progressive humanist
education movement of the 1920s and 30s, and
• an inter-racial marriage
DuBois, Potts, & Kulich (2017). IC scholars before their time: Rachel DavisDuBois and the IC education movement. In Kulich & English (Eds.), China
intercultural communication annual, Vol. 2 (pp. 54-79). 中国社会科学出版社

Major themes in DuBois’ work
ACADEMIC INNOVATIONS AND DRIVING ETHOS

•
•
•
•
•
•

Coined “Worldmindedness” (1929)
Fostered Intercultural understanding
Promoted Interfaith understanding
Engaged in Inter-racial dialogue
Coined “Intercultural Education (1935)
Peace and Intercultural Ed. (1939)

• Pioneered “Group Conversation Method”
• “Americans All: Immigrants All (1939)
• appreciate the contributions of various
ethnic groups and seek to
maintain each ethnic identity
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Look for ways to develop mutual understanding and
sympathetic attitudes among our various ethnic, racial,
and religious groups…because it might help others to open
themselves to the creative forces within and around us all”
(Davis-DuBois, 1984, p. ix)

“consciously or unconsciously we are learning that
mankind is the same all over this wide earth with the
same hopes and needs, and with our increased knowledge
and understanding comes sympathy and appreciation of
the other fellow’s accomplishment while at the same time
that we learn to understand and admire, our fear and
suspicions depart.
(Davis-Dubois, A Program in Education for Worldmindedness, The
Woodbury Assemblies, 1929 – 90 years ago !)

“This is what I believe to be the longer-range
implication of intercultural education already hinted
at….In each…community there exists in microcosm the
problem our statesmen call the problem of world unity.
World unity, like many other good things, must begin
at home. The fact so many theorists are ignoring is that
psychic unity of some sort must precede and form the
basis of any economic and political unity.
(Davis-DuBois, Get Together, 1943, p. 13)

we need to...reach people’s emotions in a positive way—
that is, to promote feeling together in order to facilitate our
thinking and acting together”
(Davis-DuBois, All this and Something More, 1984, p. 39)

Intercultural Education was the
primary strand of early IC study
• Large international student influx founded The National
Association of Foreign Student Advisors (NAFSA, 1948)
• University of Pittsburg launched the Regional Center for
International Education (David C. Hoopes and others 1960s),
• who developed the Intercultural Communication Workshop
(ICW) (1967, an affective-oriented intervention)
• “The Intercultural Network” (1960s/70s) + Intercultural Press
•
• And in the the 1970s founding of the Society of Intercultural
Education, Training, and Research (SIETAR) and Dan Landis’s
journal IJIR (later forming “the Academy” IAIR in 1997)
• (these influenced my own IC story and academic foundations)

Multi-level Learning from IC history
• PERSONAL AFFECTIVE
• people do not act according to what they know, but according to how they
feel about what they know” (R. DuBois, Get Together Am’s, 1943, p. 111)
• What we want is a sharing of the ethnic richness from all of us. We don’t
want children to be ashamed of their backgrounds, but to be proud of
them, yet to be understanding of others.” (DuBois, All This and Something
More, 1984, p. 68)
• PERSONAL/SOCIAL COGNITIVE
• “We have a longing to be taken for what we are (whatever our racial or
regional background); (Allport’s forward, to DuBois’s Group Conversation
method, 1963, p. 10).
• SOCIAL/NATIONAL BEHAVIOR/OUTCOMES:
• We want the security that comes from telling of our own cultures; we want
to share the common coin of our humanity with others… Group
conversation [Cultural Dialogues] may give expression to these interests,
and in so doing strengthen our solidarity with others” (Allport, 1963, p. 10).

(2) Becoming
Intercultural
Highlighting
theories, issues, or
concepts that guide
our FLE Classroom
applications

Culture? A matter of perspective?
Location? Context? View?
• Humans must rise
above the Earth… to
the top of the
atmosphere and
beyond. For only thus
will we understand the
world in which we live.
• Socrates, 400 BC
• http://www.earthball.com/globalhandbook/

Goals of our FLE Curriculum
• As language educators we have been seeking to
find/develop/use materials that provide the global
knowledge that facilitates greater awareness of other
cultures and ways of teaching that foster attitudes
conducive for intercultural interaction.
• Teaching practice and research has shown that our
classrooms need to integrate:
• critical thinking,
• comparative studies (toward worldmindedness), and
• intercultural competence,
• and consider how each contributes to the “the
development of Chinese student’s core literacy.”

Interculturality as Becoming
• Interculturality is not only a description of “when cultures
interact”, but also of a person “being intercultural.”
• It is “IC” lived out as a story, as a narrative, embodied, told!
• An assumed aim or outcome of developing intercultural
competence is that we or those we help train or educate
“become intercultural” and communicate interculturally.
• Becoming Intercultural – An Integrative Theory of
Communication and Cross-cultural Adaptation (1st ed., 2000)
(Young Yun Kim, SFLEP Intercultural Series, Vol. 13)

Who are each of us in our
situated cultural contexts?

The Cultural Construction Process Model
Kulich & Weng, 2015, p. 91 in Jiang Fei, Ed. CIC Annual Vol. 1

How to ”become intercultural?”
• What is involved in this process?
• Many things… CULTURE is complex!
• but among them, often as a starting point
• knowing WHO you are
• and WHO others are!
• So, what is your “culture story”? Your students’?
•
Understanding complex background narratives,
•
our own and others. Teaching/Exemplifying this
reflective, evaluative, reconstructing process.

(3) Chinese
Interculturality
Adapting IC
approaches to
needs faced in
Chinese FLE
Instruction

SISU implementation of the IC
“culture story” exercise
• Inspired by my courses at U Kansas (1990-1992) and
Nobleza Asuncion-Lande’s work with and references to
L. Robert Kohls.
• Kohl’s books formed the basis of my IC
pedagogy/andragogy when I was asked in 1993 to
train MOE State-sponsored scholars going abroad.
• Zhang, H. L., & Kulich, S. J. (2012). The quintessential
intercultural learner, teacher, and trainer: A
preliminary profile of L. Robert Kohls. International
Journal of Intercultural Relations, 36 (6), 823-831.
• http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijintrel.2012.08.010

• 1st “Intercultural Communication” courses offered at
SISU in 1994 (25 years ago) and collaboration since 96

Applying Humanities
& Intercultural
Approaches to the
FLT Context
Building on
Martin & Nakayama
Kramsch, Rivers,
Liddicoat, Strevens,
Byram, Corbett, Zhang
HL….

R. Kohl’s (1995)
training design
based on Bloom’s
Taxonomy (1950)

Our concern and focus is how do develop
effective IC Competence domestically
• Conducting a series of studies on Intercultural Competence
• At multiple levels, settings, approaches, methods.

• Does context count?
• Developing and assessing intercultural competence through an
interview- and model-based domestic course design in China.
• Wang, Y. A., & Kulich (2015). In L. A. Arasaratnam & D. K.
Deardorff (Eds.), “Special Issue on Intercultural Competence.”
International Journal of Intercultural Communications, 48(5), 3857. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijintrel.2015.03.013

Building a Multi-Paradigm Model that
Addresses IC Levels, Paradigms, Issues
Incorporating
Balwin et al.
and
Martin &
Nakayama’s
3 Main
Paradigms
(Power,
Patterns,
Psychological)
(Wang & Kulich
2015)

Integrating 25 years of IC
teaching and training as a team

Incorporating Educational
Psychology in Classroom Texts
• Human literacy (or Bildung) includes
• the holistic cultivation of language, social, and intercultural
knowledge, attitudes, and skills.
• Interculturality describes the clarified personal
values/identities, perspectives, and practices toward this
pedagogical goal of each global citizen “becoming
intercultural.”
•
•
•
•

A new approach to observation (noticing, awareness)
A new way of interpretation (comparing, understanding)
A new pattern of thinking and evaluation (critical, creative)
Toward personal transformation, a process of becoming
intercultural
• Forward (Kulich, 2019, p. iii)

Understanding “Our Culture” is a
key feature in our new textbook

Helping students reflect on and
communicate their “Cultural Story”

• What are your family histories, context,
special stories, special backgrounds
• What has influenced you most?
• What kind of “Chinese” are you? Why?
• What are the contexts or situations
that have shaped you? How?
• How do you carry or communicate
that into global contexts?

Eliciting the Complexity of Identities in
Historical and Constructed Contexts
• Encouraging and examining the writing
of “cultural story/influence” narratives
or “Windows of the World”

(4) A Chinaoriented MOOC
Applying our IC
content to a stepwise learning format
on the FutureLearn
global platform

We built the “cultural story,” intercultural
encounters, and comparison into our FL MOOC
futurelearn.com/courses/intercultural-communication

Beyond our expectations –
Comments and Replies on every step!
第二周详细内容与结构

Even introductions
and definitions!

Activity

Title

小节

小节题目

I

Clarifying
who I am

Learning
Steps
学习步骤

II

clearly increased!

III

Perceiving
how
identities
affect
intercultural
interaction

课程内容

呈现形式

No. of
Comments
在线评论数

“Who am I?”

视频

604

2.2

Listing your identities exercise

讨论

878

2.3

What is considered cultural
identity?

视频

509

Levels of identity in interaction
From shared identities to
differences in interaction

文章

367

文章

272

2.6

“Who are you?”

视频

196

2.7

Reflecting on the influences of
identities

讨论

508

2.8

Social identity theory

文章

261

2.9

Identity is like an onion

视频

333

2.10

Poetic reflections on perception

文章

351

2.11

Responding to diverse identities

视频

247

2.12

Hypothesizing intergroup contact

文章

180

2.13

Considering multiple identities

案例

210

2.14

Sorting out complex identities

讨论

405

2.15

Reflecting on Week 2

文章

194

2.5

Understanding
who “you”
are

Form

2.1

2.4

And wherever
Mentors replied,
responses

Content

Eliciting and Considering Diverse Identities

Chi, R. B., Zhang, H. L, & Kulich, S. J. 迟若冰、张
红玲、顾力行 (2016). 从传统课程到慕课的重
塑——以《跨文化交际》课程为例
[Transforming a traditional course into a MOOC
– taking the “Intercultural Communication”
course as an example]. 外语电化教学 Foreign
Language Electronic Teaching, 2016(6), 29-34
[ISSN: 1001-5795]. (In Chinese)

Who is who, when, where, how?

Cultural Story + context insights

Stories that unpack prejudice

IC Stories as a Reflective Growth Process

Welcome to our current ”Run 8”
Totals so far, 50,000+ enrolled leaving 100K+ comments

Join the SISUFutureLearn
IC Course Educators

“Where else can your
students have such a
chance to see what
people from hundreds of
different cultural
backgrounds are
thinking about their
cultural identity,
communication styles,
values, and adaptation
processes? ”

“After years‘ of teaching
IC in the traditional
classroom, I find this
MOOC teaching
experience so special
and exciting for me:
reading thousands of
stories and comments
from learners all over
the world! Such a
learning community is
like a global village
where we exchange
thoughts, share inputs
and even challenge each
other’s ideas. ”

www.futurelearn.com/courses/intercultural-communication

“A MOOC is an ideal
platform for
intercultural educators
and learners as it
allows for an easy
sharing of diverse
viewpoints. This
collective passion for
intercultural
communication and
the diversity among
learners is a rich 41
resource for all of us
during this learning
journey.”

Developing and Motivating a
Mentor Team

Developing a Discipline to Develop People

Recruiting and Introducing Mentors Step 2.1

Realization that HOW the Course is launched
with Mentors Week 1,2 is key

Launching the Course:
Activating and Guiding from Day 1

Using a Wechat
group for Mentor
communication
Noting needs,
Exchanging ideas,
Encouraging specific ideas or
types of responses,
Keeping each involved

Monitoring the Course:
Noting gaps and need areas

Using Wechat to
motivate, guide,
update, engage
Noting key discussions,
Highlighting trends,
Supporting team
involvement
Echoing their awareness
of key steps

Promoting the Course:
Working to keep up momentum

Wechat group
interactions for
motivating and
keeping morale
Building morale,
Sharing stats,
Encouraging individual
initiatives and Mentor
”ownership”

Managing the Course:
Adjusting at end of Week 1

Wechat group
interactions
Exchanging ideas,
Catching up on gaps
Letting each Mentor
focus on the types of
topics that motivate
them
Sharing updates and
approaches

SEEING THE IMPACT IN A COURSE

Mentor Roles, Functions, and
Learning Experiences

The SISU Intercultural Communication Course
Mentor’s listed their learnings (1):

Key functions of Mentors:
Encourage and validate (affirming comments, helping
motivate others to do so)
[helps win followers, stimulate engagement]

Conversation starters
(a) point out insights
(b) ask good questions,
either directly to one for clarification, or
(c) or to all to stimulate other responses

Yi’an WANG (Mentor)
Hi, I’m an Associate
Professor,Hangzhou
Dianzi University and
Collaborator with the
SISU Intercultural
Institute, Shanghai) from
China. You are welcome
to communicate with
me!

The SISU Intercultural Communication Course
Mentor learnings (2):

Mentor functions
Drawing attention to good insights (those worthy of seeing.
Having some “authority” in highlighting ideas)
Serving as “moderators”
(a) for questions needing clarification,
(b) balancing cases of contention
or redirecting focus to important points
Being explanatory (clarifying uncertainty, answering
questions, addressing expressed or felt needs)

The SISU Intercultural Communication Course
Mentor engagement (1):

Mentor functions
Almost every time a mentor replies to someone THEY reply
(which stimulates more social learning).
[Plan to study: students who did get comments and those who did not]
[Interesting outcome: Several who experienced our engagement enjoyed the process so
much they volunteered to mentor future runs!]

Mentors who replied to many learners tended to be followed by some of
those
(e.g. Yi’an active the first 2 weeks [5-6 hours each] had over 110 following him! Shanshan
very active, had 60 following. Greg had over 40 following.
More active Mentors in Course 2 generated more replies, led to conversation chains).

Jasmine LIN (Mentor)
Dear all! I am a PhD Candidate from SISU and my areas of interest concern with
translation and inter-cultural studies. Hope this MOOC course would be a bond
that connects us all

Mentor Lessons (5)
To Empower
Learners from Europe and U.S. tend to be more active, so as mentors we need to give more
feedbacks to the relatively “voiceless” groups to encourage them to “speak up” and have their voiced
heard. Invite discussions where needs are greater.
Be Encourage Reflection
It may have been a constant battle to curb my urge to "correct" learners’ answers. By being reflective,
I have learned to be aware of my own limited frame of reference and consequently suspend naïve
quick judgement or offering “standard” answers.
To Enhance Alertness
I am not opposing being neural or tolerant, but "cultural relativist" approach also brings with it the
potential flaws, particularly when certain arguments are morally problematic or overtly (politically)
radical. And that is when, I believe, we need to hit the “report” button to cancel out the IC noise for
the learners.

Developing a Discipline to Develop People

FOR YOUR FURTHER CONSIDERATION

Integrating a FutureLearn Course
into Blended Learning Designs

Integrate the MOOC as a course segment
http://futurelearn.com/courses/intercultural-communication

Creating the IC Competence Contest:
Solving Real-world IC Situations
Adapting the critical incident method/framework

From Brislin & Cushner’s Intercultural Interactions
• Systematically developed short case studies
• Critical incident approach, called the Intercultural Sensitizer
• Describe-Interpret-Evaluate, consider Attributions

Becoming more aware of
• Experiences that cause intense feelings
• Knowledge areas that cause misunderstandings
• Bases of cultural differences – core culture issues of different ways
of thinking, responding and evaluating
Then applying analytical frames, tools, perspectives to understand

The SFLEP ICC Context 2016As a team we have sought
to find ways using written
and video cases to help
students Observe,
Interpret, Evaluate, and
show understanding of
complex intercultural cases
Engage participants in reallife cultural situations that
often cause stress:
Affective responses,
Behavioral issues, and
Cognitive differences.

Advancing Intercultural Research and Dialogue:

Crossing Boundaries and
Building Bridges
July 7-10, 2019

Welcome to Shanghai (CAFIC+IAIR Conference 2019)!

A Megacity at the confluence of cultures:
Where East meets West and the world!

Consider joining us July 7-10, 2019
at the Joint-IC Conference at SISU
• CAFIC: http://chinacafic.heep.cn/2016/notice/458852.shtml
• IAIR (International Academy of Intercultural Research)
https://www.intercultural-academy.net/conferences/iair2019.html

Engaging together in this
Journey toward Interculturality
Starting Out…
This road leads me to
the border,
to the boundary,
to the breaking point of all I know.
Will I go?
Will I grow?
Dare I say no? (Kulich, Xi’an, 2004)
OUR GOALS: to promote pedagogical approaches
that help to better understand our dynamic world,
better tell Chinese stories, and
better equip our students for global people-topeople interaction opportunities
as maturing intercultural communicators in this New Era.

Triangulating our Institute’s 3 Contributions to Support IC Learning

For Intercultural Education
toward our Shared
Human Destiny…
Thank You! 谢谢！

steve.kulich@gmail.com

Public WeChat: sisuic

